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Abstract:   

 The social environment has changed the natural atmosphere has become more complex, volatile, 

and unpredictable.   The skills needed for leadership has undergone a metamorphic change.  

Being in a leadership position in the present industrial scenario requires more diverse,complex 

and adaptive thinking abilities for survival and growth. The methods being used to develop 

leaders have not changed (much). The majority of the leaders are developed from on-the-job 

experiences, training, and coaching/ mentoring; while these are all still important, leaders are no 

longer developing fast enough or in the right ways to match the new environment, and which 

why Vertial Leadership development is gaining prominence today. 
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Introduction : McGuire and Rhodes describe vertical development as a three-stage process: 1. 

Awaken: The person becomes aware that there is a different way of making sense of the world 

and that doing things in a new way is possible. 2. Unlearn and discern: The old assumptions are 

analyzed and challenged. New assumptions are tested out and experimented with as being new 

possibilities for one’s day-to-day work and life. 3. Advance: Occurs after some practice and 

effort, when new ideas get stronger and start to dominate the previous ones. The ancient Roman 

dramatist, philosopher, and politician Seneca said, ―Luck is when preparation meets 

opportunity.‖ The point was success is more often associated with great preparation and the 

ability to take advantage of opportunities when they present themselves. Leadership development 

is all about living at the intersection of preparation and opportunity.  Leaderse must develop 

other leaders to be ready and relevant for what organizations will confront over the next five to 

ten years and beyond.  

 

Figure:1 : Vertical Leadership Development–Part 1 by Nick Petrie of Center for 

Creative Leadership. Concept (whole VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT Process)  

 

Objectives of the Study:   

(i) To understand Vertical Leadership Development Process. 

(ii) To evaluate the developing methods of Vertical Development. 

(iii) To analyse the application of vertical methods for Leadership. 

(iv) To suggest measures of Vertical Development Process from the benefits received of 

the past research. 

Methodology;   Meta Analytical Study with Pedictive Applications from the Literature 
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Research and its results found. 

Data:    Secondary Data and Data of Previous Literature Reviews and Concepts used.  

Traing Datas of Various Secondary Sources. 

Scope of the Study:  Contribution to the conceptual Knowledge on the Leadership Area, 

and Combine, Differentiate and Reestablish  

 

Old tested concepts and theories to add to the knowledge of leadership development. 

Review of Literature; (related work on Vertical Leadership Development)  

A literature review on the skills needed for future leaders also revealed the following attributes: 

The CEOs in IBM’s 2009 study named the most important skill for the future leader as 

creativity. The 2009/2010 Trends in Executive Development study found many CEOs were 

concerned that their organizations’ up-and-comers were lacking in areas such as the ability to 

think strategically and manage change effectively. 

Thomas Malone Patrick J. McGovern Professor of Management, MIT Sloan School of 

Management Bertelsmann Stiftung (2010), in their comprehensive study of leadership 

development best practices, suggested that in the future, organizations could choose to invest 

their leadership development efforts to improve capacity at one of five different levels:  a. 

individual capacity b. team capacity c. organizational capacity d. network capacity e. 

systems capacity. Depending on the area in which increased capacity is desired, organizations 

will target different group sizes and use different development practices 

 

Jeffrey Immelt, General Electric CEO and chairman, states that 21st century leaders will 

need to be systems thinkers who are comfortable with ambiguity.   Based on the interviews, the 

most common current reported development methods were: training, job assignments, action 

learning, executive coaching, mentoring, 360-degree feedback While the above methods will 

remain important, many interviewees questioned whether the application of these methods in 

their current formats will be sufficient to develop leaders to the levels needed to meet the 

challenges of the coming decades.  

 

A large number of interview respondents felt that many methods–such as content-heavy 

training–that are being used to develop leaders for the 21st century have become dated and 
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redundant. While these were relatively effective for the needs and challenges of the last century, 

they are becoming increasingly mismatched against the challenges leaders currently face. 

Marshall Goldsmith has commented, ―Many of our leadership programs are based on the faulty 

assumption that if we show people what to do, they can automatically do it.‖ 

 

Difference between knowing what “good” leadership looks like and being able to do it. We 

may be arriving at a point where we face diminishing returns from teaching managers more 

about leadership, when they still have little understanding about what is required for real 

development to occur. ―Some people want to put Christ back into Christmas; I want to put 

development back into leadership development.‖ Robert Kegan Professor of Adult Learning and 

Professional Development, Harvard Graduate School of Education Trend 1: Increased Focus on 

Vertical Development (Developmental Stages) Research interview question: What do you think 

needs to be stopped or phased out from the way leadership development is currently done?  

 

―Competencies: they become either overwhelming in number or incredibly generic. If you 

have nothing in place they are okay, but their use nearly always comes to a bad end.‖  

―Competencies–they don’t add value.‖ ―Competency models as the sole method for developing 

people. It is only one aspect and their application has been done to death.‖ ―Competencies, 

especially for developing senior leaders.  

 

They are probably still okay for newer managers.‖ ―Static individual competencies. We are 

better to think about meta-competencies such as learning agility and self-awareness.‖ For a long 

time we have thought about leadership development as working out what competencies a leader 

should possess and then helping individual managers to develop them–much as a bodybuilder 

tries to develop different muscle groups. Research over the last 20 years on how adults develop 

clarifies one reason why many interviewees have grown weary of the competency model as the 

sole means for developing leaders. We have failed to distinguish between two very different 

types of development–vertical and horizontal. 

 

Types of Development ―Organizations have grown skilled at developing individual leader 

competencies, but have mostly ignored the challenge of transforming their leader’s mind-set 
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from one level to the next. Today’s horizontal development within a mind-set must give way to 

the vertical development of bigger minds.‖ John McGuire and Gary Rhodes Transforming Your 

Leadership Culture, Center for Creative Leadership Horizontal development is the development 

of new skills, abilities, and behaviors. It is technical learning.  

 

Horizontal development is most useful when a problem is clearly defined and there are known 

techniques for solving it. Surgery training is an example of horizontal development. Students 

learn to become surgeons through a process known as ―pimping,‖ in which experienced surgeons 

continually question students until the point when the student cannot answer and is forced to go 

back to the books to learn more information. 

 

 While the process of learning is not easy, there are clear answers that can be codified and 

transmitted from expert sources, allowing the students to broaden and deepen their surgical 

competency. Vertical development, in contrast, refers to the ―stages‖ that people progress 

through in regard to how they ―make sense‖ of their world.  

 

Developmental researchers have shown that adults do in fact continue to progress (at varying 

rates) through predictable stages of mental development. At each higher level of development, 

adults ―make sense‖ of the world in more complex and inclusive ways–their minds grow 

―bigger.‖ In metaphorical terms, horizontal development is like pouring water into an empty 

glass. In contrast, vertical development aims to expand the glass itself. Not only does the 

glass have increased capacity to take in more content, the structure of the vessel itself has been 

transformed (the manager’s mind grows bigger). From a technology perspective, it is the 

difference between adding new software (horizontal development) or upgrading to a new 

computer (vertical development). Most people are aware that continuing to add new software to 

an out-dated operating system starts to have diminishing returns. While horizontal development 

(and competency models) will remain important as one method for helping leaders develop, in 

the future it cannot be relied on as the only means.  

 

People feel consistently frustrated by situations, dilemmas, or challenges in their lives. It 

causes them to feel the limits of their current way of thinking. It is in an area of their life that 
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they care about deeply. There is sufficient support that enables them to persist in the face of the 

anxiety and conflict. Developmental movement from one stage to the next is usually driven by 

limitations in the current stage. When you are confronted with increased complexity and 

challenge that can’t be reconciled with what you know and can do at your current level, you are 

pulled to take the next step (McGuire & Rhodes, 2009). In addition, development accelerates 

when people are able to identify the assumptions that are holding them at their current level of 

development and test their validity. Torbert and others have found that cognitive development 

can be measured and elevated not only on the individual level, but also on the team and 

organizational level.  

 

McGuire and Rhodes (2009) have pointed out that if organizations want to create lasting 

change, they must develop the leadership culture at the same time they are developing individual 

leaders. Their method uses a six-phase process, which begins by elevating the senior leadership 

culture before targeting those managers at the middle of the organization.13 While personal 

vertical development impacts individuals, vertical cultural development impacts organizations. 

The challenge for organizations that wish to accelerate the vertical development of their leaders 

and cultures will be the creation of processes and experiences that embed these developmental 

principles into the workplace.  

 

Example of a Vertical Development Process: The Immunity to Change14 The ―Immunity to 

Change‖ process was developed over a 20-year period by Harvard professors and researchers 

Robert Kegan and Lisa Lahey. It uses behavior change, and the discovery of what stops people 

from making the changes they want, to help people develop themselves. How it works:  

 

Objective:  (i)   To understand Vertical Leadership Development Process: 

Why Vertical Development Matters for Leadership:  A new leadership paradigm is emerging 

with an inexorable shift away from oneway, hierarchical, organization centric communication 

toward two-way, network-centric, participatory, and collaborative leadership styles. Any kind of 

advanced tools in the world will not change anything if the mind-set does not allow and support 

change.‖ Kegan’s Adult Levels of Development states socialized mind shapes expectations of 

those around people and strongly influence what others want to hear. Self-authoring mind 
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developes ideology or internal compass with a leaders own belief system, personal code, and 

values. It takes stands, set limits on behalf of our own internal ―voice‖. Self-transforming mind 

to gravitate towards polarized thinking.  

 

 

Figure:2:Kegan’s Concept of Adulty Levels of Vertical Leader Development; Concept Designed 

; Prof Dr.C.Karthikeyan 

 

More focus on vertical development: There are two different types of development–horizontal 

and vertical. A great deal of time has been spent on ―horizontal‖ development (competencies), 

but very little time on “vertical” development (developmental stages). The methods for 

horizontal and vertical development are very different. Horizontal development can be 

―transmitted‖ (from an expert), but vertical development must be earned (for oneself).  Transfer 

of greater developmental ownership to the individual People develop fastest when they feel 

responsible for their own progress. The current model encourages people to believe that someone 

else is responsible for their development–human resources, their manager, or trainers. We will 

need to help people out of the passenger seat and into the driver’s seat of their own development. 

Four Transitions for Leadership Development.  Greater focus on collective rather than individual 

leadership Leadership development has come to a point of being too individually focused and 
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elitist. There is a transition occurring from the old paradigm in which leadership resided in a 

person or role, to a new one in which leadership is a collective process that is spread throughout 

networks of people. The question will change from, ―Who are the leaders?‖ to ―What conditions 

do we need for leadership to flourish in the network?‖ How do we spread leadership capacity 

throughout the organization and democratize leadership? Much greater focus on innovation in 

leadership development methods There are no simple, existing models or programs that will be 

sufficient to develop the levels of collective leadership required to meet an increasingly complex 

future. Instead, an era of rapid innovation will be needed in which organizations experiment with 

new approaches that combine diverse ideas in new ways and share these with others. Technology 

and the web will both provide the infrastructure and drive the change. Organizations that 

embrace the changes will do better than those who resist it. Four Trends for the Future of 

Leadership Development Current Focus Future Focus The ―what‖ of leadership The ―what‖ and 

―how‖ of development Horizontal development Horizontal and vertical development HR/training 

companies, own development Each person owns development Leadership resides in individual 

managers Collective leadership is spread throughout the network. This responsibility will be 

significantly shaped by the following ten trends and truths about the future of leadership 

development: The Challenge Ahead: This is no longer just a leadership challenge (what good 

leadership looks like); it is a development challenge (the process of how to grow ―bigger‖ 

minds). ―what‖ of leadership, ―how‖ of their own development is divided into two sections. The 

first (shorter) section focuses on the current environment and the challenge of developing leaders 

in an increasingly complex and uncertain world. Leadership development experts say, ―Past track 

record predicts future success.‖ Past track record is only a valid predictor of future success if the 

past looks anything like the future.‖ Leadership to have the situational awareness, flexibility, 

savvy, and leadership capabilities in the future will be about identifying and developing 

potential, which in turn translates into being ready and able to handle whatever the future throws 

at us. 

 

Objective (ii): To evaluate the developing methods of Vertical Development. 

The Challenge of Our Current Situation The Environment is chaning into complex and many 

industries enter a period of accompanying growing complexity of their environments, with the 

majority of those CEOs saying that their organizations are not equipped to cope with this 
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complexity. Change happens rapidly and on a large scale.  It is showing uncertain future which is 

very poorly predicted with any precision.  The changes are also Complex with challenges 

complicated by many factors with  little clarity on what events mean and what effect they may 

have. Researchers have identified several criteria that make complex environments especially 

difficult to manage. They contain a large number of interacting elements. Information in the 

system is highly ambiguous, incomplete, or indecipherable. Interactions among system elements 

are nonlinear and tightly coupled such that small changes can produce disproportionately large 

effects. Solutions emerge from the dynamics within the system and cannot be imposed from 

outside with predictable results.  Hindsight does not lead to foresight since the elements and 

conditions of the system can be in continual flux. In addition to the above, the most common 

factors cited by interviewees as challenges for future leaders were: Information overload, the 

interconnectedness of systems and business communities.  

 

The dissolving of traditional organizational boundaries, new technologies that disrupt old work 

practices, the different values and expectations of new generations entering the workplace, 

increased globalization leading to the need to lead across cultures In summary, the new 

environment is typified by an increased level of complexity and interconnectedness. One 

example, given by an interviewee, was the difficulty her managers were facing when leading 

teams spread across the globe. Because the global economy has become interconnected, her 

managers felt they could no longer afford to focus solely on events in their local economies; 

instead they were constantly forced to adjust their strategies and tactics to events that were 

happening in different parts of the world.  

 

Hence skills sets who are more into Complex Thinkers Are Needed.   Reflecting the changes in 

the environment, the competencies that will be most valuable to the future leader appear to be 

changing. The most common skills, abilities, and attributes cited by interviewees were: 

adaptability,self-awareness, boundary spanning, collaboration, network thinking. 
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Figure;3 ; Seven Transformations of Leadership : Concept form Rooke, D & W.R.(2005) 

 

The “Chief Organizational Capability Officer” Emerges: while the chief organizational 

capability officer (COCO) is indicative of the direction that many leadership roles will be head to 

head, operating and HR leaders alike will be responsible for integrating and driving agility, 

business context and environment, change, culture, innovation, leadership, networked 

organizations and communities, talent, and/or transformation. The power of leadership will be 

derived from connecting the dots and turbo-charging the in-between points, not by mastering the 

hierarchy or formal organization. Leadership development will focus on these intersections as 

leaders become chief organizational capability officers. 
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Outside In Is More Important than Inside Out:  External environmental context and 

understanding will likely trump deep mastery of internal organizational issues as the leadership 

currency of choice. It will simply not be enough to know the business and how to get things done 

in a particular company. Rather, breadth of perspective about what is happening around and 

outside organizational walls, the ability to see around corners, and the willingness to appreciate 

and learn from others will become highly valued. Leadership development must address the 

outside in perspective. 

  

Hero Leadership Gives Way to Collective Leadership: Charismatic and visible individual 

leaders symbolize organization’s brand and culture positive or negative ways. Over-reliance on 

singular iconic leaders can make leadership succession difficult at best, and undermine the 

employment value proposition because employees have every right to expect to work for 

multiple leaders who embody the values and behaviors espoused by their companies. Therefore, 

companies must increasingly invest in leadership not only as an individual capability but as a 

collective organizational capability as well, whereby leaders are taught, developed, and held 

accountable for the appropriate leadership attributes and behaviors. Leadership development will 

emphasize collective leadership mindset and skill set rather individual heroics. 

  

Multi-Disciplinary and Cross-Functional Solutions:  most challenges that organizations will 

face in the future are large, complex, multi-disciplinary, and cross-functional in nature. Leaders 

must therefore learn to orchestrate highly collaborative and broad-based approaches to driving 

solutions. They will be called upon to reach out well beyond the traditional boundaries of their 

own organizations and functional disciplines to deliver an integrated set of solutions and to 

engineer answers to complex organizational issues. CEOs and other senior leaders don’t care 

where these integrated solutions come from or who leads them. Leadership development must 

focus on integrated, multi-disciplinary, cross-functional perspectives and solutions. 

  

Multiplier Effect: Organizations tend to prefer developing leaders by focusing on internal 

company-specific issues and challenges, because they believe their company culture and 

business issues are so unique and special. In reality, while every company is unique, they also 

share many common issues, problems, solutions, and leadership learning opportunities. Cross-
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company leadership development programs that help leaders better appreciate broader strategic 

context and business solutions will be essential. Development opportunities that allow companies 

to move leaders from one company to another for short-term assignments that would not 

otherwise be available in the leader’s own company will become much more prevalent. 

Leadership development will feature experiences outside the arbitrary boundaries of specific 

companies, industries, and roles that will have a multiplier effect on leadership capabilities. 

  

 

 

Figrure; 4 ; Concept source; Harvard Business Review: For Reliability of Method 

 

Coaching : Leadership coaching has become an increasingly popular and well-accepted tool for 

developing leaders, and has evolved from ―fixing the broken leader‖ to investing in the 

development of highly regarded and successful leaders, by building on their strengths and 

closing development gaps. Leadership roles require preparation and practicing to handle 

scenarios and situations that leaders are likely to face on the job much like an athlete or musician 

would practice to prepare for a game or performance. Preparing leaders to address key decisions 

and situations they might face, before they actually have to face them, helps them develop the 

―leadership muscle memory‖ they will need under real life conditions. Leadership development 

will include a growing reliance on coaching to prepare leaders for situations before they 

encounter them, rather than only learning from experiences and fixing mistakes after they occur.  

Mass Customization on Diverse Needs and Interests:  Leadership development used to be 

http://www.leadingeffectively.com/leadership-explorer/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/leadership-culture.jpg
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about putting in place large-scale organization-wide practices and programs that covered as 

many people as possible so as to maintain both the perception and reality of fairness and 

inclusiveness. Ownership for successful leadership and talent development efforts must rest with 

line leaders and be supported by HR leaders. But, these roles will have to go well beyond making 

sure meetings happen and that forms are filled out and submitted on time.   Purpose 

Complements Performance:  Leaders work for high performing winning organizations, while 

that aspiration is still fashionable,  it is becoming even more attractive to work for organizations 

that strike a healthy balance between performance and purpose. Increasingly, many people, 

especially millennials, want to affiliate with institutions that value the importance of economic 

and social contributions. Leadership development therefore includes more of a ―whole person‖ 

construct that promotes the importance of becoming a healthy, balanced, well-rounded, purpose-

driven leader. Leadership development will become as much about creating and fulfilling 

purpose as it has been about planning for and driving performance.  Bite-Sized solutions  

changing : Every workforce is becoming more mobile, virtual, and globally distributed. Work is 

increasing done steadily giving way to more bite-sized, freelanced, project-based, and shorter-

term gigs. The leadership development also reflects this revolution. Leadership development 

programs accommodate more agile, quick-turnaround, quick-hit, on-demand, and technology-

enabled design and delivery models.    

 

Objective (iii): To evaluate the developing methods of Vertical Development. 

The modern leadership development revolves around five key dimensions:  Ideology: the 

ideology of a leader in aligning hard and soft aspects of leadership should be the foremost skill.  

Focus: The personality to purpose, for taking action even in the face of risk, conflict and 

uncertainty needs to be dominant. Participants: System thinking which leadership is exercised: 

which is embedded, operationalised and intertwined with change. Technique: Leader should be 

able to apply to the sense of extensive and intense exposure of leaders to the natural settings in 

which leadership is actually excercised.  Outcome: The three A’s: Agency, Authenticity and 

Agility, which means going beyond knowledge, skills and competencies.Implications for 

Practice:Pivot Leadership experts focus on five critical design principles, each derived from the 

dimensions described above: Ideology: Putting disruption in the foreground: By addressing 

competitive threats, changing customer needs, and how the business must reinvent itself, leaders 
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will develop an integrated perspective on their business.  Focus: Discovering purpose: 

Leadership development should address a person’s intellectual and emotional capacity in an 

integrated way.  Participants: Bringing the ecosystem into the room: The best method for 

teaching ―enterprise thinking‖ is to include customers, partners, and key stakeholders as part of 

the live learning experience.         Technique: Using immersion to stimulate visceral learning: 

The real work of a leadership development is to help participants figure out things for 

themselves.                                    Outcome: Developing agency, authenticity and agility: The 

output of leadership development should be about changing mindsets, the quality of dialogue 

leaders have, their sense of responsibility and their sense of purpose. 

If you are interested in more details, this 15-page white paper can be downloaded for free from 

the Pivot Leadership website that has more information on other publications and their expertise. 

 

Figure: 5: Five Critical Designs of Pivot Leadership: Concept Source: Pivot leadership 

website. Concept Designed; Prof Dr.C.Karthikeyan. 

Generational Difference Management: Time is ripe for Millennials  to get hold of executive 

jobs, and how to develop new strategies to benefit from the strengths of this generation.  

Millennials are generally described as team-players and high achievers. They’re independent, but 

like to follow rules – they’re confident, but trust authority. They are the only generation that has 

grown up completely immersed in technology, so it’s only natural that their leadership style will 
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be completely different than the one endorsed by Generation Y.  This trend is already visible in 

one of the best practices around – at Johnson&Johnson, who created an affinity group called 

Millennials to provide leadership development opportunities to this generation and new exposure 

designed to help in the overall development of all employees. 

 

Trend of Small Companies Investing More: Organizations will need to learn how to mitigate 

the generational differences, which will arise once Millennials get hold of executive jobs, and 

how to develop new strategies to benefit from the strengths of this generation.  The growth of 

investment was noted in all organizational structures – from small and mid-sized companies to 

large, multinational organizations. This essentially means that there is a growing global 

awareness of how leadership models changed in the 21st century and a firm recognition of the 

value brought by leadership development programs – investing in development will be seen as an 

excellent way to build the capabilities needed for the future. 

 

Globalized Approach: one of the growing concerns is the ability of executives to lead across 

countries and cultures, regardless of the company’s size. ―In an increasingly globalized world, it 

is still an issue for almost any size of organization,‖ ―Businesses must recognize that managers 

and leaders that operate outside of the home market or as part of a team that stretches across 

borders need specific skills and qualities such as coping with ambiguity, having clear and 

effective interactions and making decisions in unfamiliar environments become increasingly 

challenging when operating across border.‖  

 

“Emerging Leaders” Will Get More Funding:  The report produced by Bersin by Deloitte also 

pointed out that today, many companies struggle to fill leadership gaps found on all levels of 

organization. The trend for detecting potential leaders and nurturing them in the development of 

their skills will be crucial in the upcoming year as companies will grow more and more 

committed to developing new leaders.  Together with their growing commitment will go more 

funding – the study showed that today, the so-called ―emerging leaders‖ get a smashing 17% of 

the overall leadership development budget! Investing in future leaders is and will be recognized 

as the opportunity for building potential pipeline at every level of leadership. 

 

http://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/centers/cwf/pdf/BCCWF%20EBS-Millennials%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/centers/cwf/pdf/BCCWF%20EBS-Millennials%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/centers/cwf/pdf/BCCWF%20EBS-Millennials%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.forbes.com/sites/karenhigginbottom/2014/08/26/leadership-development-around-the-world-remains-stalled/
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The Rise of Collective Leadership:  While in collective imagination leadership still often means 

individual, the situation is changing due to the new environment – full of the so-called ―adaptive 

challenges‖ that negate the possibility of an individual coming up with the best solutions to 

complex problems.  The report points out that some organizations are already embracing this 

new view of innovation as a phenomenon not initiated by an individual but a whole social 

network. This change will be fully embraced once Millennials take hold of leadership positions – 

the new approach will require a radical transition in thinking. 

 

Focus on Vertical Development:  While competency-based models belong the domain of 

horizontal development, vertical development concentrates on the stages that people go through 

as they grow mentally.  What does it mean in practice? New training programs will allow leaders 

to think in a more complex way and develop a new mind-set that will in turn help to initiate new 

leadership styles.  

 

Objective: (iv):  To suggest measures of Vertical Development Process from the benefits 

received of the past research. 

The Future of Leadership Development: 

Globalization is rapidly redefining today’s business environment. Significant strategic shifts are 

transforming the playing field. Vast opportunities for growth are emerging at the same time that 

the pool of high-performing talent capable of seizing those opportunities is shrinking. Those who 

can stay ahead of the rapid pace of change, anticipate talent needs, and take the lead in 

developing innovative strategies for the future will likely be tomorrow’s winners. Today’s 

leaders are already facing challenges and changes that are rapidly transforming where, how, and 

with whom they do business. Leaders who are adapting their strategies are merely keeping pace 

with change. A more strategic view of agility is about leaders anticipating trends and proactively 

defining innovative strategies. To anticipate and seize opportunities to drive business success, 

leaders will need to demonstrate a different set of behaviors. Organizations need to start now to 

build a strong leadership pipeline that demonstrates the right competencies.  

 

Four key revolutions: Business leaders improve the way they do business through agility, 

authenticity, talent, and sustainability Agility is emerging as an essential competency for 
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leaders. The speed of change will require organizations to be more nimble and flexible. Those 

who have the foresight to spot change on the horizon, anticipate what comes next, and take the 

lead in developing future strategies to address evolving market demands will make it to the 

winner’s circle. Authenticity is a vital leadership competency in a changing business 

environment. Leaders need to create clarity—articulating a vision and painting a picture of the 

future. With so many changing variables, they must lead with confidence and have the courage 

to take a stand. To build trust and confidence with their teams, they need to be genuine in their 

communications.  

 

Figure:6: Key Revolutions to Improve Vertical Leadership Performance for Business: 

Concept; Designed by Prof Dr.C.Karthikeyan 

Situation Talent is about a leader’s ability to leverage and maximize the impact of his or her 

people. To harness the power of their people assets, leaders must be committed to building a 

supportive culture and effective organizational structures and people processes. Organizations 

that have not proactively developed talent—who lack the right people skilled in the right areas, 

when and where they’re likely to be needed— are more vulnerable to rapid change. Leaders need 

to attentively develop, engage, and motivate people. They must be mindful about embedding 

day-to-day coaching and mentoring into the culture. Sustainability is about demonstrating social 

responsibility by balancing business results with concern for the greater good. Although much 

attention is being paid to how companies deal with environmental issues, social responsibility 

Agility

Authenticity

Talent

Sustainability
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extends beyond just this one area.   It means taking actions that go beyond regulations to build 

controls into the business environment—embedding social responsibility into business processes 

and procedures and taking responsibility for the impact decisions might have on the workforce. 

Sustainability will be a major differentiator for a leader’s success in the future. Ultimately, it 

may contribute to the long-term survival of an organization and serve to reshape the business 

climate. Top executives agree on success factors According to our research, top executives 

believe that these four revolutions are very important to future success.   Successful business 

leaders must shape their organizations to be more nimble and flexible, less hierarchical, and 

more networked—in short, better organized to deliver value. The focus should be on four key 

emerging business revolutions: agility, authenticity, talent, and sustainability. In this section we 

will address what leaders need to know about each of these revolutions and how they can be 

translated into success quotients to define a distinctive leadership framework—one that provides 

direction on what it will take to lead and shape organizations in the future  Agility is a key factor 

in attracting the best talent and establishing a stronger employee value proposition. Those 

organizations that encourage and reward innovation and reinforce flexibility will enjoy a 

competitive edge in the quest for high-potential talent. ―We’ve created a corporate environment 

based on encouraging employee initiative, delegation of authority, and strong career 

development.  

 

The bottom line: A truly authentic leader relates well to others, is open to new ideas, and can 

inspire high levels of performance in tough times. ―Maximizing talent—attracting, retaining, 

developing, and promoting outstanding talent—is one of the critical capabilities that will 

distinguish a successful organization now and in the future.‖ Leaders must keep their eyes on the 

horizon to anticipate potential change and ensure that they have the right talent with the right 

skill sets in place when and where it is likely to be needed. Winning the ―war for talent‖ today 

will determine whether an organization will be positioned to win in the dynamic business 

environment of tomorrow. To attract and acquire the right talent, organizations will have to 

translate new market demands into skill requirements. As the talent playing field gets more and 

more competitive, it will become ever more difficult.   These four revolutions are translated into 

four leadership success quotients, each of which embodies a set of clearly defined behaviors: 1. 

The agility quotient 2. The authenticity quotient 3. The talent quotient 4. While the quotients 
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may not encompass all possibilities, trends strongly suggest the need for a new set of leadership 

behaviors.  

 

 

Figure;  7 ;Quadrants of Success Leadership: Prof Dr.C.Karthikeyan 

The agility quotient: To demonstrate agility and personal resiliency in the way they 

anticipate, adapt to, and lead change, successful leaders must create a culture conducive to 

change, one that encourages people to stretch their imaginations and innovate by rewarding 

forward thinking and risk taking.  

The authenticity quotient: To mobilize the global workforce amid constant change, 

successful leaders must articulate a vision of how to be competitive in a complex work 

environment, then communicate that vision with impact, empathy, and optimism. It is important 

to demonstrate personal courage by taking a stand on critical issues regardless of what is popular.  

The talent quotient: To harness and maximize the power of talent, successful leaders 

must drive connectivity by building alliances within and across organizations. To demonstrate a 

commitment to building talent capability, they should be actively involved in the development, 

succession, and mentorship of their people. Given the demographic and generational shifts we 

are witnessing, leaders should demonstrate and be role models for openness to different 

perspectives, ideas, and styles.  

The sustainability quotient: To demonstrate their ability to create a new business 

climate that embeds a global mindset into decision making and the way they operate the 

business, successful leaders must balance their focus, working for bottom-line results while also 

focusing on the public good. The strategic revolutions in today’s rapidly changing business 

environment clearly mandate a new leadership framework. To capitalize on developing trends 

and drive future success, organizations must begin building leadership strength now in the four 

The agility quotient The authenticity quotient

The talent quotient The sustainability quotient

Four Leadership 
Success Quotients
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leadership success quotients: agility, authenticity, talent, and sustainability. But the formula for 

achieving leadership success is a moving target. The leadership success quotients will evolve. 

Nevertheless, complacency is not an option. To quote an executive from our CEO survey, 

―Global trends are hitting faster, harder, and wider, with results that can be both exhilarating and 

devastating for companies, industries, and entire regions.‖ The winners of tomorrow will be 

those organizations with strong leaders who demonstrate agility, authenticity, connectivity to 

their talent, and sustainability. They will use their skills to remain at the ready, anticipate and 

harness the power of change, and stay ahead of the shifting business environment, with Intense 

stretch experiences, New ways of thinking, Strong developmental networks. 
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